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Abstract. The increasing complexity of modern systems development
demands for specific modeling languages capturing the various aspects
to be tackled. However, engineering of comfortable modeling languages
as well as their tooling is a challenging endeavor. Far too often, new languages are built from scratch. We shed light into the advances of modeling language engineering that facilitates reuse, modularity, compositionality and derivation of new languages based on language components.
We discuss ways to design, combine, and derive modeling languages in
all their relevant aspects. For each of these activities, we illustrate their
application for the model-driven development of a data exploration tool.
The tool itself uses a set of meta-information, namely the structural
model to derive all necessary software components that help to gather,
store, visualize and navigate the data.
The limits of my language
mean the limits of my world
– Ludwig Wittgenstein
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Motivation

The use of models to understand and shape the world is a very foundational
technique that has already been used in ancient Greece and Egypt. Scientists
model to understand the world and engineers model to design (parts of) the
world. Although modeling has been employed for ages in virtually all disciplines
it is fairly new that the form of models is made explicit in so-called modeling
languages. Computer science has invented this approach to provide formality and
a precise understanding of what is a well-formed model to the communication
between humans and machines.
Programming languages in general, SQL [7], XML [2], and the Unified Modeling Language (UML) [22,42,43] in particular have been created to enable highly
precise communication. Despite these efforts, it is clear that researchers and practitioners of many domains are dissatisfied by solving domain-specific problems
with general purpose languages or unified languages that try to cover everything. The general aspiration of such languages create a conceptual gap between
the problem domains and the solution domains that raises unintended complexities [18]. As a result, Domain-Specific Languages (DSLs) and Domain-Specific
Modeling Languages (DSMLs) [48] were created to match domain specific needs.
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Due to the ongoing digitization of virtually every domain in our life, work, and
society, the need for more specific languages raises. It is apparent, that we need
to be able to accommodate new and changing domains with appropriate domainspecific languages – ideally on-the-fly. This raises three questions:
1. How to design new DSLs that fit specific purposes?
2. How to engineer a DSL from predefined components?
3. How to derive DSLs from other DSLs?
In this paper, we give an overview of the current state of the art on the design
of DSLs, discuss the mechanisms enabling their composition, and describe how to
derive new DSLs from predefined ones, such that we prevent restarting design of
the language from scratch each time, but instead successfully engineer language
from reusable components. These mechanisms to derive and compose languages
are the core of what we today calls software language engineering(SLE) [32]:
the discipline of engineering software languages, which are not only applied to
computer science, but to any form of domain that deals with data, their representation in form of data structures, smart systems that need control, as well as
with smart services that assist us in our daily life.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows: First, Sec. 2 presents current language definition techniques and sketches language creation by example.
Afterwards, Sec. 3 introduces language composition techniques and illustrates
their application, before Sec. 4 highlights language derivation techniques. Sec. 5
presents the case study of modeling a data explorer application leveraging software language engineering techniques. Ultimately, Sec. 6 concludes this paper.

2

Language Engineering

Model-driven engineering [18] lifts abstract models to primary development artifacts to facilitate software analysis, communication, documentation, and transformation. Automated analysis and transformation of models require that these
adhere to contracts that analyses and transformations can rely upon (and be developed against). Such automation is feasible, where models conform to modeling
languages. For many popular modeling languages, such as UML [22], AADL [16],
or Matlab/Simulink [1], research and industry have produced useful analyses
and transformations. These rely on making the constituents and concerns of
languages machine processable. To this effect, the discipline of SLE investigates
disciplined and systematic approaches to the design, implementation, testing,
deployment, use, evolution, and recovery of modeling languages.
Similar to research in natural languages, SLE commonly defines languages as
the set of sentences they can produce [3]. Operationalizing languages, however,
requires more precise characterizations. To this effect, languages usually are defined in terms of their syntax (possible sentences) and semantics (meaning) [26],
which can be concretized to requiring a concrete syntax (words), an abstract
syntax (structure), static semantics (well-formedness), and dynamic semantics
(behavior) for language definition [3]. The technical realizations of modeling

languages often follow the latter distinction. As “software languages are software too” [15], their technical realizations are as diverse as other representatives
of other software categories. This complicates comprehensibility, maintenance,
evolution, testing, deployment, and reuse.
To shed light onto this diversity, this section presents different mechanisms
to define modeling languages and highlights selected language development environments employing these mechanisms. Afterwards, we illustrate development
of a language to represent a variant of UML class diagrams that will serve as
running example for the subsequent sections.
2.1

Engineering Modeling Languages

Research has produced various means to develop solutions for representing the
different concerns of modeling languages. Lately, two different language implementation techniques have been distinguished:
1. Internal modeling languages are realized as fluent APIs [17] in host programming languages whose method names resemble keywords of the language.
Omitting syntactic sugar (such as dots and parentheses) as supported by
modern programming languages (cf. Groovy, Scala) enables to create chains
of method calls that resemble models. This method is suitable to language
prototyping and yields the benefit of enabling to reuse the host language’s
tooling (such as parsers, editors, compilers, etc.). The expressiveness of the
modeling language depends on the host programming language.
2. External modeling languages feature a stand-alone syntax that requires tooling to process its models into machine-processable representations. While
this creates additional effort over internal languages, external languages can
leverage a greater language definition flexibility. However, language-related
tooling must be provided by the language engineer.
The majority of modeling language research focuses on external languages,
which yield greater flexibility in language design. Consequently, research has
produced more solutions to the definition of external languages, which is why
we focus on their realization techniques in the following.
Engineering language syntaxes historically is related to the development and
processing of (context-free) grammars [33], which are sets of derivation rules that
at least enable describing the languages’ abstract syntaxes. Many approaches to
grammar-driven language engineering also support specifying a language’s concrete syntax in the same grammar as well [21]; hence, enabling efficient language
development and maintenance. Metamodels are another popular means to develop the abstract syntax of languages [48]. Here, classes and their relations
structure the syntax of a language. While these do not support the integration
of concrete syntax (and, hence, always require providing editors), they enable
reifying references between model elements that are name-based in grammars,
as first level references.

Concrete syntaxes are either textual [34,49], graphical [10], or projectional [48].
Textual and graphical languages both require parsing, whereas projectional syntaxes (e.g., forms enabling editing the abstract syntax directly [47]) usually are
bound to specific editors. In contrast, textual syntaxes enable to reuse established software engineering tooling, such as editors or version control systems.
Whether the well-formedness of models is subject of their syntax or their
static semantics is subject to debate. Nonetheless, various techniques have been
established to enforce the well-formedness of models with respect to properties
that cannot be captured by grammars or metamodels (e.g., preventing to class
members of the same name). Popular approaches to well-formedness checking
are programming language rules and Object Constraint Language (OCL) [40]
constraints. Both require a model’s internal representation and raise errors if
these are not well-formed according to the individual rule. As OCL is a modeling language itself, this requires interpreting it or translating the constraints
to programming language artifacts actually executing the models under development.
Executing models is a popular way to realize their dynamic semantics. This
can have the form of interpretation [30] or transformation [6]. With the former, a software (the interpreter) processes the models and executes according
to their description. This interpreter can be part of the models or a separate
software. Transformations process models and translates these into other formalisms with established semantics, such as a programming language. Modelto-text (M2T) transformations [36] read models of a specific language and translate these to plain text (such as programming language code), whereas modelto-model (M2M) transformations [36] translate models from an input modeling
language to an output modeling language. The former lends itself for ad-hoc
transformation development using template engines or string concatenation (as
the output language is not required), but lacks the structure and verifiability of
M2M transformations.
Language workbenches [13] are software development environments supporting language engineering. Based on an, usually fixed, integration of language
definition constituents, they facilitate creating languages and corresponding tooling. For instance, GEMOC Studio [5] employs ECore [44] metamodels for abstract syntax, OCL for static semantics, and Kermeta [30] for weaving interpretation capabilities into its languages. Concrete syntax can, e.g., have the form
of Xtext [14] grammars or Sirius [46] editors. The meta programming system
(MPS) features projectional language engineering on top of a metamodel and
combines this with well-formedness checking and execution through M2M transformations. The Neverlang language workbench [45] supports grammar-based
language definition and focuses on combining these with language processing
tools. It executes models via interpretation.
The next section illustrates engineering of a textual modeling language for
class diagrams (CDs) with the MontiCore language workbench.

01 grammar CD4Analysis extends Type {
MCG
02
CDDefinition = „classdiagram“ Name "{"
03
(cDClasses:CDClass | CDInterface | CDEnum | CDAssociation)*
04
"}"
…
13
CDClass astimplements ASTCDType = Modifier? "class" Name
14
( "extends" superclass:ReferenceType )?
15
( "implements" interfaces:(ReferenceType || ",") +)?
16
( "{" (CDAttribute)* "}" | ";" );
17 }

Fig. 1. An excerpt of a MontiCore grammar for the CD4A language.
01 package banking;
02 classdiagram BankingSystem {
03
abstract class Account {
04
long number;
05
int balance;
06
int overdraft;
07
}
…
17
interface Employee;
18
class Consultant implements Employee {
19
String name;
20
}
…
55
association [1] Account <-> [[name]] Consultant;
56 }

CD4A

Fig. 2. An example of a CD4A model describing a lightweight banking system.

2.2

Language Engineering With MontiCore

MontiCore [34] is a language workbench for efficient development of compositional modeling languages. The concrete and abstract syntax of languages are
defined as extended context-free grammars and it supports a Java-based wellformedness checking framework as well as model execution through M2M and
M2T transformations. From the grammars, MontiCore generates parsers and abstract syntax classes. The parser enables processing textual, conforming models,
into instances of the languages’ abstract syntax classes. Java context conditions
process these instances to check their well-formedness before M2M transformations [27] or template-based code generators [41]. MontiCore supports language
inheritance, language embedding, and language aggregation [25] to reuse and
combine languages with little effort.
Consider the excerpt of the MontiCore grammar depicted in Fig. 1, which
describes the class diagram for analysis (CD4A) modeling language: After the
keyword grammar and its name, the grammar extends existing types to reuse
previously defined grammars (l. 1). Afterwards, a body of productions follows
that characterize a variant of class diagrams. Each production is defined by
a left-hand-side (e.g., CDDefinition in l. 2) and a right-hand-side, which
contains terminals (e.g., "classdiagram" in l. 2) and non-terminals (e.g.,
CDInterface in l. 3). Different operators (e.g., * in l. 3, ? in l. 13, and + in
l. 15) define the quantity or presence of a part on the right-hand-side. MontiCore
also supports additional grammar constructs to extend the generated AST (e.g.,
astimplements in l. 13).

With this grammar, the CD4A model shown as an excerpt in Fig. 2 can
be created. It describes a simplified banking system consisting of a package
declaration (l. 1); an abstract Account class to describe different types of accounts (ll. 3-7); an interface to model employees (l. 17) and its implementation
(ll. 18-20); and multiple associations (e.g., l. 55). From this grammar, MontiCore produces a parser and an abstract syntax class for each production. The
latter captures the production’s right hand side by providing members capable
of storing its content. In addition, an infrastructure to check context conditions,
which are predicates defined with respect to the abstract syntax to determine
the language’s consistency. For example, to restrict the modifiers of classes to
abstract only (l. 13 in Fig. 1).

3

Composing Modeling Languages

Model-driven development is successful when initiated bottom-up [50], i.e., developers employ modeling languages considered suitable for their challenges instead of using predefined, monolithic general-purpose modeling techniques. For
their efficient development, evolution, validation, and maintenance, such languages should be retained as independent as possible. Ultimately, however, combining such languages mandates their efficient composition [3]. Considering, for
instance, software of the smart and modular factories imagined with Industry 4.0,
these demand integrating business processes, domain models, behavior models
and failure models of the automation systems, assembly plan models, manipulator kinematics, etc.. Integrating these modeling languages into a combined
software requires operations for their composition.
Software engineering itself is another prime example of a domain leveraging
language composition to facilitate development, evolution, and maintenance. To
this effect, research and industry have produced languages for 1. modeling structure and behavior of the software under development, such as UML [22]; 2. describing database interaction, such as SQL [7] or HQL [29]; 3. describing software
build processes, such as Maven’s Project Object Models [37]; 4. describing configuration of product lines [4], such as feature diagrams [6]; 5. describing model
changes in a structured fashion, such as delta modeling languages [24] 6. extending models with additional, external information (tagging languages [20];
7. coordinating the use of different modeling languages, such as the BCOol language [35]; 8. transforming of models of other languages, such as ATL [31]Âăor
the FreeMarker [39] template language; and 9. describing the syntax and semantics of modeling languages, such as ECore [44], Kermeta [30], or MontiCore [34].
Consequently, structured reuse of language parts is crucial to enable efficient
SLE. And while research on language integration has produced reuse concepts
and related these to language definition concerns [3], the diversity of language
realization techniques has spawned very different reuse mechanisms [11]. Generally, we distinguish language integration, which produces a new language, from
existing languages, from language coordination, in which the sentences of two
languages (i.e., their models) are related to enable achieving a common goal.

For integrating languages, concepts such as merging of metamodels [9], inheriting and embedding of grammars [25], and importing of metamodel and grammar elements [12] have been conceived. These mechanisms enable a white-box
integration to extend and refine existing abstract syntaxes to domain requirements, but rarely consider including integration of other language concerns. For
instance, efficient creation of models of language produced through of merging,
inheritance, or importing of parts of other languages requires creating or extending proper editors. Even when editors for the base languages exist, this requires
handcrafting editing capabilities for the extensions. The same challenges arise
for reusing language semantics. As these usually are realized through interpretation or transformation, the corresponding tools of extended languages must be
extended also. Yet, there are only few approaches that support compositional
semantics realizations, such as code generator composition mechanisms [41].
Coordination of modeling languages is less invasive but mandates means to
reason over models of coordinated languages – either for their joint analysis or
their joint execution. The former, for instance requires checking the validity of
feature models or model transformations with respect to the referenced models.
To prevent tying the referencing languages to abstract syntax internals of the
referenced languages, abstraction mechanisms, such as the symbol tables of MontiCore [25] have been developed. Joint execution of model of different languages
requires exposing and combining their execution mechanisms. Where languages
originate from the same language workbench, this integration has been addressed
(e.g., by exposing the executable interfaces of model elements [8]). Truly heterogeneous, generalizable coordination has yet to be achieved.
In the next section, we sketch how applying language integration mechanisms
to the CD language enables preparing it for code generation.
3.1

Extending and Refining a MontiCore Language

To enable describing software-related properties of domain models more precisely, we extend the CD4A language with additional language constructs such
as constructors, methods, and visibility. To reuse the CD4A language, we refine it by removing modeling of method bodies from the modeling language. For
the former, we employ MontiCore’s language inheritance, for the latter, we introduce new well-formedness rules. An excerpt of the newly created CD4Code
language is shown in Fig. 3. It extends the CD4A language (l. 1) and reuses the
start production (l. 2). In addition, the CDClass production is extended with
a CDClassBody production, which adds methods and constructors (l. 35).

4

Deriving Languages

Software engineering leverages modeling languages to mechanize working with
models of other languages, such as transformation languages [31,28], delta modeling languages [24], or tagging languages [20]. Such languages have in common
that these are either overly generic or are specifically tied to a host language

01 grammar CD4Code extends CD4Analysis {
MCG
02
start CDDefinition;
03
04
CDClass astimplements ASTCDType = Modifier? "class" Name
05
( "extends" superclass:ReferenceType )?
06
( "implements" interfaces:(ReferenceType || ",") +)?
07
( CDClassBody | ";" );
…
35
CDClassBody = "{" (CDAttribute | CDMethod | CDConstructor)* "}";
36
CDConstructor = ...;
37
CDMethod = ...;
38 }

Fig. 3. An excerpt of the CD4Code extension of CD4A.

(i.e., the languages whose models are transformed or tagged). The former requires developers to learn completely new languages that are independent of
a (possibly well-known) host language, while the latter raises the challenge of
engineering and maintaining specific languages as well as their specific tooling
(editors, analyses, transformations), which is hardly viable.
To address the latter, methods to develop new languages by deriving their
syntaxes from related host languages have been developed. These methods rely
on processing the host languages’ (abstract) syntaxes and creating new (abstract) syntaxes from these. Where the host languages are defined through grammars, such derivation can produce derived concrete syntaxes. For metamodelbased language definition, this would require deriving editor (parts) instead.
Automating creating well-formedness rules and behavior implementations of derived languages is more challenging as both may differ from the host languages
completely. Where, for example, Statecharts describe state-based behavior, a
transformation language derived from Statecharts describes how to translate
Statechart models into something else. The behaviors of both languages are unrelated. The same holds for their well-formedness rules.
The next section applies language derivation to the CD4A language to create
a domain-specific transformation language from it.
4.1

Deriving a Domain-Specific Transformation Language

In [28] derivation rules to derive a domain-specific transformation language
(DSTL) form a given modeling language were presented. A DSTL is composed
of a common base grammar that provides modeling language independent parts
of the DSTL as well as a derived grammar for the modeling language dependent
parts. The derived grammar is created according to the derivation rules presented. The derivation rules create the non-terminals for the different operators
of the DSTL and the start symbol. The start symbol combines the non-terminals
provided by the base and the derived grammar to form a transformation rule.
This derivation process was applied to create the DSTL CDTrans that is suitable to describe transformations for class diagrams modeled using the modeling
languages described in Sec. 2.2. Fig. 4 demonstrates the derivation rules for the
non-terminal Attribute of the CD4A grammar. The non-terminal of CD4A is
depicted at the top, the derived non-terminals at the bottom.

01 Attribute =
Modifier? Type Name ("=" Value)?";";
02
03
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11
12
13
14

interface Attribute;

MCG

// rule 1

MCG

Attribute_Rep implements Attribute = // rule 2
"[[" lhs:CDAttribute? ":-" rhs:CDAttribute? "]]";
Attribute_Neg implements Attribute =
"not" "[[" Attribute "]]";

// rule 3

Attribute_Pat implements Attribute = // rule 4
/* transfered syntax of the attribute plus schema variables */ ;
TFRule =
// rule 5
(Class | Attribute | CD | /*interface nonterminals*/ )*

Where?;

Fig. 4. Application of the derivation rules described in [28].
01
02
03
04
05
06
07
08
09
10
11

class $_ {
[[public
[[ :[[ :-

:- private]] $type $attrname;

MTR

public $type $get(); ]]
public void $type $attrname); ]]

}
where {
$get = "is" +
$set = "set" +
}

capitalize($attrname);
capitalize($attrname);

Fig. 5. A model transformation rule to encapsulates attributes by changing its visibility
to private and adding public access methods.

In [28] there are basically five derivation rules described. The first of which
derives interface non-terminals for the non-terminals and keywords of the modeling language (Attribute, l. 2). The second rule derives non-terminals for
the replacement of each model element (cf. Attribute_Rep, l. 4), while the
third rule derives non-terminals to forbid model elements1 (Attribute_Neg,
l. 7). The forth rule derives the non-terminals to transfer the concrete syntax
of the model elements to the DSTL (Attribute_Pat, l. 10) and allows to use
schema variables (consisting of a name that starts with a $-sign), e.g., for names
of modeling elements such as the attribute name. Finally, the start symbol that
combines the interface non-terminals to an alternative and adds the option to
specify an application constraint is created in the fifth derivation rule (TFRule,
l. 13). For further explanation please refer to [28].
A transformation rule modeled using CDTrans is shown in Fig. 5. This transformation matches an arbitrary class (indicated by the schema variable $_) that
has a public attribute (l. 2). The public visibility of the attribute is changed
to private (l. 2) and public access methods are added (ll. 4-5). Please not that
transformation rules modeled via CDTrans use an integrated notation of the
left-hand side (LHS) and right-hand side (RHS) of a transformation rule. Thus,
modification within the pattern are expressed directly at the pattern element af1

This corresponds to negative application conditions [23].

Fig. 6. Part of the data explorer generated from the CD4A model in Fig. 2.

fected by the modification (cf. Fig. 5, ll. 2, 4-5). The left part of the replacement
operator ([[ :- ]]) (i.e., left of the :- is part of the pattern), while the part
right of it replaces the left part or is added if the left part is left blank. Finally
the where clause is used to calculate the values of the variables $get and $set
used for the names of the added access methods. capitalize(...) is a built
in function to capitalize a string value, e.g., names.

5

Engineering a Data Explorer

To demonstrate the applicability of the presented concepts and methods, we
present a use case for model-driven development of data-centric applications
from structural models, i.e., CD4A models (cf. Sec. 2.2). This demonstrates (a)
the use of CD4A for generating executable data-centric applications, and (b) the
use of domain-specific transformations for code generation. In general, a datacentric applications manages structured and consistent information by providing
SCRUD (search, create, read, update, and delete) functionality [38] through a
graphical user interface. The strength of data-centric applications is that the
generated source code is aware of the managed data. For example, from the
CD4A model in Fig. 2, the data-centric application shown in Fig. 6 is generated.
As only one kind of input models is used as input, adaptation and customization concerns are addressed by the code generator and in the generated code. An
overview of different adaptation approaches for generated code is given in [19].
Where adapting the generated code is not feasible, code generator customization
can be achieved by integrating transformation- and template-based code generation using the CD4Code language (cf. Sec. 3.1) as an intermediate representation
of the object-oriented structure of the target code.

template
attachment

Model
templates

CD4A AST

Template
Engine

Parser
produces output

CD4A to CD4Code
transformation

Java
CD4Code AST

Fig. 7. An overview of the code generation activities that uses domain-specific transformations on the CD4Code AST and additional templates.

An overview of the code generation approach is shown in Fig. 7. After parsing
the CD4A model, the resulting AST is transformed into a CD4Code AST, which
is gradually transformed (cf. Sec. 4.1) until the CD4Code AST describes the
object-oriented structure of a data-centric application. Since CD4Code does not
contain target language specific source code, templates are attached to CD4A
method and constructors to realize their bodies. In addition, default templates
are added to describe the mapping of CD4Code language concepts to Java source
code. Finally, the transformed CD4Code AST and the templates are passed to
a template engine to generated Java source code.
Adaptability and customizability of the code generation approach is achieved
by employing transformations on the CD4Code AST and attaching templates to
individual CD4Code AST nodes in the intermediate representation. This code
generation approach shows the effective use of transformations to reduce complexity of template-based code generation by outsourcing computations on the
AST to pattern matching, which is used in transformation-based approaches. It,
furthermore, shows that transformations in code generation may enable reuse if
the same intermediate representation is used.

6

Conclusion

Ludwig Wittgenstein once said that the limits of his language are the limits
of his world. While programming languages are pretty expressive in describing
structure and operations and data, and general-purpose modeling languages like
the UML are good in specifying structure, architecture, behavior of software
systems, these languages suffer from not being very domain oriented.
Today many domains are being digitalized and a lot more non-software people have to deal with encoding their information, knowledge, methods and procedures. Thus good languages for domain people to describe their information
are needed. This includes models of various unforeseen forms and thus needs a
strong field of language engineering.

Language engineering includes a systematic way of development of language
components, integrating and composing them into larger languages, modifying
and extending language components as desired, to easily accommodate the evolution of digitalized domains.
In this paper, we have discussed these techniques on three levels: a data
exploration tool for a concrete data structure (level 1) is generated using a
data exploration generator (level 2), which in turn is developed using a typical
Language Workbench, called MontiCore (level 3). Only on the level of language
workbenches, language engineering techniques become feasible.
Even though the principles are to some extent understood, it still takes some
time to make industrial capital out of these techniques.
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